
The Bionik is the entry barrier model from Roger Technology with digital processing due to its Brushless motor 36V with the permanent magnetic field.
The Bionik support and protection arm is made from die-cast aluminium, directly connected to the reducer via a special system for pre-reducing the

mechanical stress of the mechanical boom movement and is continually monitored in all positions with its absolute encoder.

The revolutionary three-phase Brushless motor allows unlimited use of the barrier and has ultra-low power consumption. The gear motor is a
mechanical jewel made entirely of aluminium, steel and bronze. All the helical gears are cut with a 15° tilt, assembled on top quality bearings and

inserted in perfectly machined seats to guarantee the absolute precision of the gear axes.

The barrier kit contains the barrier box/motor, spring, receiver, two remotes and a set of photocells, the boom/arm comes separately. As always an
arsenal of accessories from lighting kits, skirts and supports.
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Compliance to The Machinary Directive
Fully Safety Installed

Dual Heigh Photocells
Gate Safe
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Installation
Installation, set up and commissioning included

Groundworks
We will dig out the road for cable ducting between the barrier and catcher post,

and and foundation works.

Cable
All ducting and accessories cable included.

Foundations in Concrete
We will dig out and install all required concrete bases for the main

support and catcher post.
Barrier Kit

We have included for all required parts for including the barrier, fixings, lights
and boom.

Safety
We will install photocells & safety sensors to prevent the barrier hitting any

vehicle

Warranty
All installation come with a fully inclusive 12 months warranty and first service.

Maintenance
All traffic barriers require a minimum of a 12 monthly maintenance depending

on cycle usage. 

All installations subject to our Terms and Conditions


